Abstract. Consider a sequence {xn}n-Q in a normed space X converging to some x* £ X. It is shown that the sequence satisfies a condition of the type ||x* -x"|| < oi||xn -xn_¡\\ for some constant a and every n > 1, if the associated null sequence {e"}"=q, en = x* -xn, is uniformly decreasing in norm or if it is alternating with respect to any ordering whose cone of positive elements is acute.
Our main result may be stated loosely as follows. A stopping inequality is readily available for a convergent sequence in a normed space provided that its associated sequence of errors is uniformly decreasing in norm (i.e., geometrically convergent) or if successive errors are on opposite sides of zero. The first condition is of a purely metric nature and is already known, Varol [20, p. 4] and Ostrowski [16] . The second condition can be made precise by order-theoretic considerations, namely, by requiring that the sequence of errors be alternating with respect to any ordering having the property that the cone of positive elements is not too wide. If the space has an inner product, then the width of the cone can be measured by a cosine. In this case, if the sequence of errors satisfies both the metric and the order conditions, then the resulting stopping inequality is sharper than the one that results from either single condition.
The above ideas are developed in Section 2. The next section gives selected examples and applications. Finally, Section 4 deals with the following problem: given linear mappings x*, xn : X -> Y, n > 0, such that lim xn{f) = x*(f) for every /, find constants a and subsets 5(a) of X such that H**CO -x"(f)\\ < a\\xn(f) -x"_1COI| for every /G 5(a). The notions of Section 2 are applicable. It turns out that if X and Y are ordered, and if certain conditions are met, then the double-cone of positive and negative elements of X is contained in some 5(a).
Our notation is as follows. A metric space is denoted by a pair (X, d) where d is the metric. Only linear spaces over the real field R are considered in the sequel. We will expediently assume completeness, but it is clear that some of the results hold for a sequence in an incomplete space provided that it converges to an element of the space.
We will use the standard symbols R", lp, Lp [a, b], || ■ || for the classical spaces and their norms.
We recall some order-theoretic notions, [9] . An ordering for a linear space X is a reflexive and transitive relation < such that (i) if x < y, then x + z < y + z for every z £ X, and A cone in a linear space X is a nonvoid subset P of X such that P + P C P and Xr° C P for every \ > 0. Some authors, for example Jameson [9] , use the term wedge.
The trivial cone is the singleton {0}. The cone associated to a given ordering < is P = {x \x > 0}. On the other hand, any given cone induces an ordering defined by: x <j> if and only if y -x G P. We will denote an ordered linear space by (X, P) where P is the cone of positive elements. An ordered Banach space is denoted by (X, P, II • II) and an ordered Hubert space by (X, P, ( • , • >) where || ■ || and < • , • > are respectively the norm and inner product.
2. Development of the Theory. In this section, we derive fundamental conditions which imply stopping inequalities for sequences in metric and ordered normed spaces. Theorem 2.1. Let (X, d) be a metric space; suppose that the sequence {xn}^=0 in X converges to some x* £ X; let ß G (0, 1).
(i) If dix*, xn) < ßd(x*, *"_,), then d(x*, xn) < ad(xn, *"_,) where a = Ki-flT1.
(ii) For any a > 0 there is a subsequence {xn }°l-0 such that d(x*, x" ) < <xd(x"p, x"p_l),p> 1.
Proof. For (i), see [23, p. 4] or [16] . To prove (ii), suppose that nQ = 0, «,,
• .
• , np-\ nave Deen chosen. Since limd(x*,;cn) = 0, we can choose n > n , such that d(^>x"p)<Mx*,x"pl), ß = -^.
The result follows from (i). An important application of (i) occurs when the sequence {*"} consists of the iterates of a contractive mapping.
Next consider an ordered Banach space {X, P, \\ ■ ||). A sequence {en}™=0 C X is a null sequence if lim||en|| = 0. It is alternating if {-\)naen G P where a is either 1 or -1. Note that a sequence {xn} C X, converging to an element x*, satisfies the stopping inequality «Je* -jejl <a||xlt -JCJt_1H if and only if the corresponding null sequence {en},en = x* -xn, satisfies the same stopping inequality.
Lemma 22. Let B denote the closed unit ball of an ordered Banach space (X, P, || • ||). Consider the following statement:
(i) B is order-convex.
(ii) 11*11 < ||x + y\\ for every x.yeP.
(iii) ||x|| < ||z|| whenever 0 < x < z. Then (i) implies (ii), and (ii) is equivalent to (iii).
Proof, (i) => (ii): Take nonzero elements x, y GP. We have that P n (-P) = {0} and so \\x + y\\ = a > 0. Hence 0 < x/a < (x +y)/a. But the order-interval [0, (x + y)/a] is in B. Thus x/a G B, which implies that ||x/a|| < 1 = ||(jc + ^)/a||.
(ii) =*■ (iii): Suppose that 0 < x < z; then x, y = z -x &P and so ||jc|| < ||z||.
(iii) => (ii): If x, y GP, then 0 < x < x + y. Hence ||x|| < ||jc + y\\. Definition 2.3. We say that an ordered Banach space (X, P, || • ||) has an acute cone if condition (ii) or (iii) of Lemma 2.2 holds.
The term acute in the above definition is motivated by the interpretation of this property in terms of angles for inner product spaces. The lemma states that if a space has an order-convex unit ball then it has an acute cone of positive elements. The converse is not true as shown in Example 3.2 in the next section. However, we note that if a cone is acute then it is normal and so the space is then locally order-convex, [9, Section 3.2].
Theorem 2.4. Let {X, P, \\ ■ ||) be an ordered Banach space with an acute cone P. Any alternating null sequence {e"}~=0 in this space satisfies the stopping inequality \\en\\<\\en-en_l\\,n>l.
Proof. Either en, _e"_i G P or -en, en_1 G P. In either case, (ii) of Lemma 2.2 yields the result.
The following lemma characterizes an acute cone in an ordered Hubert space. Lemma 25. An ordered Hubert space (X, P, < •, ■ >) has an acute cone if and only if <x, y) > 0 for every x, y G P.
Proof. We use the identity (law of cosines): ||x+j>|l2 = llx||2 + ILHI2 + 2{x,y).
The sufficiency is clear. To show necessity, suppose that <x, y)< 0 for some x, y in P. Choose z = \y where X > -||x|| /20c, y). Then z G P and Cc, y) = X<x,y)<-Mx\\2, llzll2 > ||x||2 + Hzll2 + 2<x, z> = ||x+z||2, which implies that the cone is not acute.
Consider an ordered Hubert space (X, P, ( ■, ■ >) with a nontrivial cone P; we define the cosine of P by 7 = inf{<x, y) I x, y GP and ||x|| = ll^ll = 1}.
Observe that the space has an acute cone if and only if y G [0, 1], namely, if the angle is at most tt/2. In the following lemma, the backward difference Ve" is defined as usual by Ve" = en -en_x. Lemma 2.6. Let {en} be a sequence in an inner product space and let a > 0.
Then \\en\\ < a|| Ve"ll if and only if(aVen + en, aVe" -e"> > 0.
Proof. Expand the norms in the stopping inequality in terms of inner products. In addition to Theorems 2.1 and 2.4, the following results hold in ordered Hilbert spaces.
Theorem 2.7. Let {en} be a null sequence in an ordered Hilbert space (X, P, < •, • >) with a nontrivial acute cone P. Let ß be a constant in (0, 1) and let y be the cosine of P. 0) \\en\\<\\en -e"_,|| if and only if <«?"_" e") <H||e"_1||2.
(ii) // {en} is contained either in P or in -P, \\en\\ < ||e" -e"_, ||, and y>Vi, then the sequence {||e"||} is monotone decreasing.
(iii) // ||<?"|| < j3||e"_1||) n > I, and {en} is alternating, then \\e"\\ <a'\\e" -en_1|l, n > I, where a' = (3(j32 + 207 + 1)_1/2.
Proof. If a = 1, then <aV<?" + e", aVe" -en) = -2<e", e"_j> + ||e"_x ||2, and thus, (i) follows from Lemma 2.6.
To prove (ii), we use (i):
Finally, to prove (iii), assume without loss of generality that -en, e"_, GP and use the law of cosines:
lk"-e"_1||2=||e"||2+||e"_1||2-2<e",e"_1> = lle"||2 + lle"_,ll2 +2||eJ|||e"_1||
>\\e"t+-^\\en\\2 + f\\ej2.
The last inequality yields the desired result.
Consider the functions a(j3) = 0(1 -ßTx, a'(ß, 7) = ß(ß2 + 207 + 1)"1/2, where 0 < ß < 1 and 0 < y < 1. An elementary analysis shows that
(1) a'(ß, y) < a(ß) for every ß, y.
(2) a(0) is strictly increasing and unbounded; also, a < 1 if and only if ß < Vi.
(3) a'(ß, y) is strictly increasing in ß, strictly decreasing in y, and 0 < a'(|3, 7) < (27 + 2)_1/2 <v/2/2.
Hence, given a null sequence which satisfies the condition of (iii) of Theorem 2.7, the stopping inequality with constant a' is sharper than the inequalities with constant 1 of Theorem 2.4 and with constant a of Theorem 2.1. Note also that the latter inequality is sharper than the former only when ß < l/i.
3. Examples and Applications. Recall that the usual ordering of a linear space of real-valued functions on a set T is defined by: x < y if and only if x(r) < y{t) for every t G T. The cone associated with the usual ordering will be denoted by P.
3.1. Real Numbers. We may consider R as a Hilbert space with inner product <x, y) = xy and the theory of Section 2 holds. For example, statement (i) of Theorem 2.7 becomes: |e"| < \en -e"_, | if and only if e"_, = 0 or en/en_1 < Vi.
Define a function r: R3 -► R by r(a, x, y) = a2(y -x)2 -y2. As in Lemma 2.6, we can easily show that a null sequence {en} in R satisfies a stopping inequality with constant a if and only if t(a, en_1, en) > 0, n > 1. For fixed a, the condition i(a, x, y) > 0 defines a double-cone in R2 bounded by the two lines ax -(a -l)y = 0 and ax -(a + l)y = 0. Thus a null sequence {en} C R satisfies a stopping inequality with constant a if and only if the sequence {{en_x, en)} C R2 is in that double-cone.
3.2. Sequence Spaces. The usual cone P is clearly acute in each of the spaces lq, 1 < q < °°. On the other hand, the cone associated with the lexicographic ordering is not acute in any one of these spaces. To see this, verify that x = (0, 1) and y = Choose a sequence {x"} in P fï L2 [a, b] such that {||xM||2} is monotone decreasing.
Let {en} be a null sequence in R and define a null sequence of functions {en} by en(t) = e"x"(r). Let n > 1, 0 < ß < 1, a = 0(1 -0)_1, and a' = ß(ß2 + l)"1 >2. Then (1) If|e"|<ß|eB_1t,thenHe"||2<a[kB-eB_1||2. (2) If {e"} is alternating, then ||e"||2 < ||e" -e"_.||2.
(3) If |e"|<0|e"_1| and {e"} is alternating, then ||e"||2 <a'||e" -e"_ill2-These statements follow from Theorems 2.1, 2.4, and 2.7. Since the cone Q is acute, condition (iii) of Lemma 2.2 holds. It follows that
Il<?" + i(*)ll<j3||e"(x)||.
Thus (i) of Theorem 2.1 implies that x G 5(a), a = 0(1 -0)_1.
To prove (iii), note that if x G P U (-P) then {e"(x)} is an alternating null sequence and lk" + 1(x)|| < 0||e"(x)||. The result follows from (iii) of Theorem 2.7.
In the following theorem, we consider two ordered Banach spaces (X (, P¡, 5. Conclusion. This paper adopted a general point of view in order to find unifying notions regarding stopping inequalities. It turns out that such an inequality holds for a null sequence in a normed space if it is uniformly decreasing in norm or if it is alternating with respect to some ordering whose cone is acute. This principle should perhaps be of interest in the investigation of new applications of a posteriori error estimates.
